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Cry Me a River

A deeper look into AHSPA and its future
Natalie Loo
Staff Writer
As the buzz of the
fall play slowly fades
and preparation for the
spring musical takes its
place, American High
School Performing Arts
(AHSPA) is going through
its annual transition between shows. But this
year, that transition is
only one of many the program is facing. With all
the demands of the pandemic and with Mr. River
talking of retirement,
the program has some
major changes in store.
Ashna Khemani (12),

who made her AHSPA debut as Tommy of No Consequence in the program’s
production of Marian, Or
The True Tale of Robin
Hood her freshman year,
is one of the few students
who has seen the program
through its major obstacle these past few years:
the Covid-19 pandemic. “I
went from being the youngest person on stage to one
of the oldest, so I had to really focus on setting a good
example. What was especially weird is that when I
was in freshman year, everyone had already done
at least four or five shows
with Mr. River before. And
this time, the only experience that anyone had was

me and Nathan, who had
each done only one show
each before. So it was
weird. We had to think
back to freshman year
[and] sophomore year [to
remember] what the traditional warm ups [were]
that we did, and everything. So it was different
because I didn’t really have
a strong, older, more experienced figure to look to
because I was one of those
this time,” she explains.
Beyond that, the masks
have definitely required
major adjustments from
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According to Tanvi Bhide (9), the theater community is “like my second family now. Every show that we
do, our family grows. And it’s great to see how much
we’ve progressed.” Here, the cast of Freaky Friday is
building that sense of community as they rehearse.

[Your Name Here], Staff Writer
Why YOU should consider taking Journalism as an
elective, and being part of the Eagle Era

Shreya Daschoudhary
Editor-in-Chief
With the trauma of finals
and first semester finally
beginning to fade from
our minds, the students of
American—or at least the
ones that aren’t seniors—
have something different to
look forward to: course registration for the upcoming
school year. For some, it’s
a time to dream about the
future, to get excited about
all of the possibilities that
lay ahead. But for those
without their hearts set
on a single path, it’s a time
to stare at the form while
anxiously deliberating all
of the choices in front of
them. Well, to all of my fickle overthinkers—and even
those of you that aren’t—I
have a proposition: con-

sider joining Journalism.
Maybe your interest in
Journalism began when
one of our staffers handed
you a fresh copy of our
monthly issues. Maybe it
was piqued when you attended our FLEX informational session. Or, maybe
this class caught your eye
while you were browsing
the course catalog. At any
rate, being a part of Journalism does mean having
the chance to write for our
school newspaper, the Eagle Era—so, if you’re eager
to share your ideas with
others through words, this
class is perfect for you!
But what if writing’s
not your passion? Not to
worry! As staff writer
Anika Aggarwal (12) asserts, “[You don’t] even
have to be good at writing—just have a brain,

and have opinions that
you think matter…have
beliefs!” She continues,
elaborating, “If you have
opinions, you should be in
Journalism. If you think
there’s something wrong,
fundamentally, with the
way things are done, you
should join Journalism.”
Staff writer Karyle Agno
(11) agrees, adding on,
“It’s [also] a good practice for [time management
skills, since] you have to
schedule when you get an
interview, schedule when
to take a picture…it also
[makes you] practice your
writing skills, and helps
[improve your English].”
One of the main things
driving Aggarwal to take
this elective was the fact
that it gave her an outlet
to make her voice heard.
“I’m pretty outspoken a

lot of the time, and I like
my opinions…I want other
people to agree with me,
and also know my opinions,” she states. “I have
all this political frustration…with society. I can
use Journalism to disseminate my speech very
quickly and effectively.”
Staff writer Mannat
Bhargava (10) agrees,
stating, “I wanted to take a
class where I can build up
my thoughts and communicate with people, in a way
that can be heard…I heard
from friends [that] you get
to have…your own opinion.” She mentions that
that aspect “really [stood]
out…that no one’s gonna
really judge you[r opinions] because they’ve probably been through the same
thing…if they see someone
writing about that, they’ll

probably connect with it.”
For Agno, one of the
things they like most about
the class is its unique atmosphere. “I would say it’s
like FLEX, honestly. It’s
just a time to…not relax,
per se, but it’s a time to
get yourself together and
do what you need to do…
It’s not strict, nor is it too
friendly.” Because of the
flexible nature of Journalism, staffers aren’t confined to a strict daily schedule or lesson plan, and
class time can be used to
conduct interviews, work
on articles, or even take a
mental break from the hectic school day. “We treat
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Letter From the Editor
Greetings Eagles,
Three years ago during this very month it
was a design editor who
wrote the LEditor. And
now it’s my turn. And no,
it wasn’t on purpose or
anything, it’s just sheer
coincidence that I’m here.
Lately someone taught
me to romanticize the
little things in life, just
to make each day a bit
more bearable. So if you
ask me about my February I’m probably going to
tell you something vague
about origami and sunsets, walks on a night
windy enough to kill a
grown man, and Spotify playlists. The early
mornings of tournaments
where you’re sleeping
in the bleachers at 6:00
AM with your teammates

around you, waiting for
the day to begin, downtime between matches,
and little quarrels for banana chips. There’s Taylor
Swift in the car, a closeted
piñata named Sebastian
Honduras, and green as
far as the eye can see.
And now I’m here in my
garage working on the paper, trying to romanticize
the process so I can (hopefully) not go insane. Most
of the time you can find
me at the end of the month
at Suju’s with a drink as
pink as bubblegum and my
head in my hands as I listen to my comfort playlist
to work, but today I have
my dog at my feet and a
bottle of gatorade by my
side. So honestly the vibes
are pretty much the same.
I’m not one for talk-

ing, so writing this is way
out of my comfort zone.
I’d much rather listen to
those around me and hear
their stories. And sometimes that’s the best thing
you can do for someone,
just sit down and listen to
them, give them a few minutes of your day because
you haven’t in a while.
Catch up and just… vibe.
And if this sounds oddly
specific, it’s because it’s
something that I’ve been
trying to remind myself of.
So, normally these letters are insightful in some
way or another; maybe
they’re delicately written,
or address topics of importance. But I’m just not that
kind of person. I am unfortunately just a human…
one who has been through
one hell of a month. So let

Cry Me a River Cont.
everyone involved. Keerti Verada, a senior who
worked
alongside
Mr.
River to create the costumes for Pride and Prejudice, hand-sewed masks
for each cast member to
match their costumes. But
even then, the actors have
had to adapt. “We have to
adjust everything to work
with masks. Because it’s
so hard to show anything,
even in daily life, behind
this thing. But I mean, it’s
Covid [so] you can’t really do anything about it.”
Khemani says resignedly.
But even as the pandemic
seems to finally be nearing
its end and as the theater
program begins to get used
to the adjustments they’ve
had to make, another major change lies on the horizon. Mr. River, who has
run the drama department
for the past 18 years, has
been thinking about retiring. And though nothing’s
official, there has been talk
about Ms. Benedetti, a current APENG teacher, taking over that role. “In coming here as a new teacher,
I have been working with
[Mr. River] and shadowing him. He is leaving. He
is talking about retiring, so
it would absolutely be phenomenal if I could take over
after him. But that being
said, there’s nothing set in
stone,” says Ms. Benedetti.
“He does so much for
the shows it’s just always
blown my mind. When I
was at Irvington, or even
in
college,
everything
[was] delegated to people.
The sets get built by particular people, the costumes
get done by particular
people, there’s a director

to deal with the directing
of the show, [and] lighting
is normally someone else.
But here Mr. River does everything. And when I came
along and saw this, it just
just blew my mind that one
person could do so much
and put in so much to the
shows and come out with
an amazing product that
always looks spectacular,”
Ms. Benedetti continues.
Tanvi Bhide (9), who
starred as Lydia Bennet
and Lady Catherine DeBourgh in the fall production of Pride and Prejudice, also had positive
things to say about working with Mr. River. “I like
how when someone does
something good, he does
not fail to praise. When
something needs work
on, he will not give up until you get that right. I remember there was this one
line in the fall play which
Aditya could not get right.
He just could not say that
one line. I forgot the line
actually, but he could not
say it. And we kept working on it. And on the very
last show, he got it perfect. Like, perfect. So Mr.
River didn’t give up. That’s
something that I think Mr.
River is really good at.”
With all Mr. River has
done for the program and
for all the students that
have come through it, the
change to a new director
will definitely be bittersweet. “I’m really sad to
see Mr. River go, of course,
but I’m excited to be part
of his last two productions.
I’m happy that I’ve got this
opportunity to be with him
for the last few years before
he departs,” Bhide says.

Though there is sadness around Mr. River’s
departure, there is also [a
lot] of excitement around
the idea of Ms. Benedetti
taking over. Bhide and
Khemani both had positive
experiences with her when
she worked as an acting
coach on Pride and Prejudice. “With River and Benedetti, it was very much a
good cop, bad cop dynamic.
I think you’d probably tell
who is who. But it was really interesting because
she gave everyone so much
one-on-one help. And even
for me, I thought I was
decent, but she still gave
me a lot of feedback. And
I just felt myself improve
every time I talked to her.
So that was really interesting. Just how much focus
she gave everyone in the
cast,” Khemani explains.
Bhide added on to that,
highlighting Ms. Benedetti’s
detail-oriented
nature. “She gives more
advice on things. So the
tinier things that she notices is something that she
voices on. Mr River, usually if something changes
one time, like if I say one
line wrong one time, he
won’t point it out because
it’s a one time thing. But
Ms. Benedetti [would]
definitely point it out.”
Ms. Benedetti, who is
clearly passionate about
theater, wants to carry on
Mr. River’s legacy while
implementing some of the
things that made her own
high school theater experience a memorable one.
“When I was in high school,
we were part of the International Thespian Society. It was more of a side

me give it my best shot.
Sometimes life smacks
us over the head and tells
us it’s time to change. And
you have no choice but to
go with the flow. It’s going to be scary at times,
because you’re going to
realize it’s not just you going through this process,
it’s going to be everyone
around you. And you’re going to have to adapt, listen,
and keep communicating.
Maybe you’re like me and
you’re used to someone
guiding you throughout
the process, and it’s the
first time you have to do it
alone. It’s going to be hard,
you might cry at times,
and you’re going to have to
make choices by yourself.
Well then Eagles. Especially my seniors in arms,
as we head into the largest

period of change, the long
anticipated (or dreaded
if you’re like me) college
decisions stage. I for one
am going to try to romanticize the fu-- right, I am
going to romanticize it to
the best of my abilities, no
matter the result I am going to take it in stride and
find an upside to it. Who
knows what’ll happen
next? Certainly not me.
And with that I bid you
farewell. Remember to
talk to the people you care
about, take some time for
yourself and catch up on
activities you miss, and
drink plenty of water.

thing that we were able
to do, but it gave students
an extra thing to put on
college resumes if they
wanted to be part of that
society.… The other thing
I loved when I was in high
school was being able to go
to competitions. They are a
bit subjective, so it’s hit or
miss [regarding] whether
you take home the gold or
whatever, but that process
of being able to see other
schools, meet other people,
[and] see other productions that other schools
are putting on [was valuable] … So not only being
able to bring something
that you were really proud
of working on and show it
to other people, but also
being able to see others
do the same thing. That
would be something that
I would like to be able to
see more in the future too..
just building up the theater
community as much as we
could. I mean, it’s hard, of
course, with COVID right
now and as much as we are
able to with what we have
in terms of funding for the
school or our ability to do
that. It’s just something

that would be really cool.”
Khemani will graduate
before any of these changes come to fruition, but she
can still see how much of
an impact they will have.
“I think it’ll definitely be a
big change for the students
who are going to continue,
like current freshmen and
sophomores and everyone. Changing to someone
new will definitely be big
for them,” she explains.
As we look toward
the spring production of
Freaky Friday and even
further to the future years
of AHSPA, Ms. Benedetti
urges students to give
theater a chance. “If you
haven’t checked it out, I
would just say to check it
out, and it will be worth
it. I didn’t hear any bad
things about any of the
shows, and there’s nothing I would have changed
about it. So if people get the
opportunity to check it out,
whether it’s being interested in the classes, coming to see the shows, or just
asking somebody about
it, it’s definitely worth
it. It’ll change your life.”

Mata Elangovan
Design Editor

Visit eagleera.org for more articles.
Letters to the Editors or other guest
contributions are encouaged and will be
edited for length, grammar, and clarity.
Please submit entries to
eagleera@ahseagles.org
Note that not all letters/contributions will
be published.
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Bye Bye Books
School districts across the country are banning educational
and important books from classrooms
Inaaya Adam
Staff Writer

To Kill a Mockingbird by
Harper Lee sheds awareness of prejudice and racism in America during
the Great Depression. Art
Spiegelman’s Maus is a
nonfiction graphic novel
describing the author’s
experiences as a Jew during the Holocaust. Both
of these books have been
banned from the schools
across the nation; TKAM
has been banned in a
Washington school district and Maus has been
banned in a Tennessee one.
Mr. Kim teaches English
to ninth graders and tenth
graders. For his ninth grade
class, he reads and teaches To Kill a Mockingbird.
He explains, “There are
issues such as prejudice,
racism, sexism and even
if they don’t experience
it firsthand, it’s important for them to gain perspective. These are issues
that are important in our
society, issues that [students] might experience.”
To Kill a Mockingbird
exposes racism towards
African American in southern society. Learning of
such events gives students
better insight on the situ-

ations people were put in.
“As long as students understand that it is part of
history, there’s no sense
of sugarcoating genocide.
It all comes down to understanding this is a part
of history, understanding
we are in school learning
about this. It is also important for the teacher to
provide disclosures and
disclaimers about the topic we’re studying, it may
trigger certain things and
students might not feel
comfortable with it” Mr.
Kim further elaborates.
To Kill a Mockingbird was
banned for containing racial slurs and having negative effects on students.
There are complaints of
the book handling racism
in an inefficient way, such
as having a ‘white savior’
character and narrative.
Dhaathri Vijay (10)
read To Kill a Mockingbird
the previous year in class.
She feels that reading
the book is important for
high schoolers, explaining
that “It really opened my
eyes to the lives of African
Americans back then. It’s
important for all children
to learn about these horrific events. Without them, we
won’t know the personal
experiences and anecdotes
of the actual survivors.”

Maus might have been
banned in a Tennessee district, but some FUSD teachers still have their students
read it in class. Mr. Savoie,
a tenth grade English
teacher, being one of them.
“They cited things like
nudity and course language that were in the
book. Something people
miss is that parents want
to protect their children
from those things, or try to
control it, but kids are exposed indirectly. In an educational setting it feels like
it’s the safest place for that
to happen, rather than
watching videos, movies,
or TV,” Mr. Savoie shares.
The novel Maus was
banned due to nudity and
profanity, as well as descriptions of violence and
suicide. This was claimed
to be inappropriate for students and not properly fit
for a school environment.
Mr. Savoie further elaborates, “Everybody’s got
to realize at some point,
the world is not the nicest
place and it is not full of the
nicest people. What is more
important than seeking out
the good is reforming the
bad and confronting that,
these are things normal
people did and continue to
do. In a democratic society
we decide - these are the

The graphic novel Maus gained lots of popularity
for it’s unique take on the Holocaust. It goes over
Art Spiegelman’s experiences as a Polish, Jewish
man and a Holocaust survior. “That pictorial element really helps people wrap their heads around
how this happened, what it looked like, and felt like
to be there while it happened” Mr. Savoie deciphers.
things that are important
to us, these are the topics that we need to cover.”
Highschoolers are more
exposed to the world than
some might think, and
being exposed in an educational
environment
is the safest place for
this type of information.
“As far as 10th graders, in my experience,

they are ready for it. They
are embracing it, they
want it and doing it in
this kind of environment
is much better than flying
solo,” Mr. Savoie states.
Vijay agrees, and in
context to the FUSD she
says, “They are trying
to include everybody as
much as they possibly
can, which is very good.”

Drum Roll for the...
The Student Body needs your response
Campaign Results
Karyle Agno
Staff Writer
It’s a regular day at
school until you enter the
rotunda. Posters are plastered and tacked on the
walls,
announcements
running through the loud
speaker about campaigns,
and students carrying
around props for social
media posts. Welcome
to the student elections!
Student elections run
on a single school year
term. In other words,
when
students
have
the opportunity, they
will take the chance to
sign up and take a seat
on the ASB council or
class council every year.
The ASB council essentially runs and plans
events for the entire
school whereas the class
council plans events for
their own class. For ex-

ample, a sophomore council has a long term plan
for their upcoming senior prom, and in order
to raise money for that
event,
the
sophomore
council will be responsible
for running fundraisers.
This year for the 20222023 elections, two contenders are faced against
each other for the head
seat as ASB president. Isha
Kale, a junior with several
years of experience in ASB
explains her reasons to become ASB president, “I’ve
learned so much about
what happens behind the
scenes and I think getting
that hands-on experience
was so important to me.”
She continues to praise
the current president by
saying, “Honestly, seeing
what our current president does, [someone who]
is extremely dedicated to
ASB, while working with
everyone and the amount
of time it has, is insane.”

She then expresses
the difficulty of deciding to run or not, “I even
questioned myself before
running, ‘Is this something that I’m ready
for?’ I couldn’t imagine
myself not doing it. So, I
definitely thought about
it for a while because
there’s a lot of responsibilities and work and I
wanted to make sure that
I was prepared for that.”
Mr. Anderson, the advisor for ASB, shares some
insight of why students
run for a council position, “One student, as far
as for ASB, said that she
wanted to run because
she felt as if there wasn’t
enough connection between leadership and
the student body. So she
wanted to run and has
a goal to try and get a

A student passes by posters that are loosely
hung and torn off the wall in the new cafeteria.

Continued on Page 6
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Why the Two-Party
System is Destroying
Our Democracy

Analyzing the flaws of the partisan system
in America and understanding why it is
unraveling democratic processes
Sahana Narayan
Staff Writer

Our former president,
George Washington, once
declared, “However [political parties] may now
and then answer popular
ends, they are likely in the
course of time and things,
to become potent engines,
by which cunning, ambitious, and unprincipled
men will be enabled to
subvert the power of the
people and to usurp for
themselves the reins of
government.” I often come
back to this strangely prophetic quote in amazement and disappointment.
While political theory has
evidently evolved since
Washington’s time, there’s
a sense of truth to what
he said 200 years ago,
and that truth shines
brighter than ever in our
current political climate.
When the founding fathers first drafted a blueprint for this nation’s
government, they were
explicit about their distaste for political parties.
This contempt of a partisan system was rooted
in their fear that political
parties would eventually
result in a majority party’s
dominance. To prevent
the sovereignty of any one
party, they implemented
preemptive measures in
our government like a separation of powers and the
checks and balances system. They hoped that these
systems would not allow
for hyperpartisanship to
take hold of the republic.
Fast forward 300 years
later, our country has become exactly what the
founding fathers feared.
It’s not necessarily our
fault. Political parties have
become the way we facilitate democracy. The United States has grown into
this mass democratic republic which means there
are large numbers of people voting for candidates
they don’t really know.
Political parties are
supposed to serve as that
connection between politicians and people, a way
for the American electorate to better understand
the different viewpoints
of their representatives.
This connection falters,
however, when politicians
are pressured to shift

their loyalty to the party instead of the people.
Lee Drutman from The
Atlantic points out that
party loyalty often interferes in government processes. “Congressional copartisans have no reason
or incentive to check the
president of his powers because their electoral success is tied to his success
and his popularity. On the
other hand, congressional
opponent partisans have
no motive to work with the
president because their
success is tied to his failure
and unpopularity,” she explains. This accumulates in
a real lack of action taken
by congress and a growing
gap between Americans
and their government.
An additional factor in
this growing gap is the
prolonging conflict between the two parties
over which one holds the
majority. What that really
means is which party can
advance their partisan
goals the most and maintain the longest impact
even when they are out of
office. A recent example
is the Senate Republicans
and their nomination of
Amy Coney Barrett in
2020. When Ruth Bader
Ginsburg passed away, the
Republicans moved fast
to induct Barrett onto the
Supreme Court. Their decision was surprising considering that in 2016, then
Senate majority leader
Mitch McConnell refused
to hold confirmation hearings for President Obama’s
Supreme Court nominee,
Merrick Garland, with the
justification that the Senate should not confirm a
Supreme Justice during an
election year. But with this
decision, the Republicans
were able to cinch conservative influence in the government for generations to
come, even if they never
stepped foot in office again.
It’s important to note
that the Republicans aren’t
alone in their political tactics. Both the Democrats
and Republicans advance
their political agenda by
villainizing the other party. They utilize strategies
such as gerrymandering
and manipulating the rules
of Congress to get their way.
The parties’ biggest
strategy or tool, though, is
the American media. The
media is another significant facilitator of democ-

Opinion

Why We Should Have School Off
for Cultural Holidays

The reasons for closing school to allow people of various cultures
and backgrounds to celebrate their holidays.
Anika Aggarwal
Staff Writer
In a school as diverse
as American High, why
shouldn’t we acknowledge some of the holidays
that
people
so
greatly
value
here?
According to US News,
over 87% of American High
School’s students are from
minority
backgrounds.
Over 71% are Asian or Pacific Islander, 8.2% are Hispanic, 3.2% are two or more
races, 3.1% are black, and
0.2% are American Indian/
Alaska Native. With a majority Asian population, it
would make sense to have a
break for holidays like Lunar New Year and Diwali,
especially when celebrating these holidays involve
major celebrations within
their countries of origin.
Many schools across the
country shut down school
for cultural holidays, and
few have as high of a minority population as American. A school with a large
n o n - C h r i s t i a n - h o l i d ay -

celebrating
population’s
schedule still revolves
around Christian holidays.
Although some may
take an excused absence
in order to celebrate, having to make up all the assignments may be an even
greater hassle than showing up to class and completing all the work in a timely
manner. Having a school
day off rather than just
allowing students to skip
school would truly celebrate diversity rather than
just tolerating it. It would
show that people care.
It’s hard for minority
cultures to ask for accommodations. The political
culture in America puts
pressure on people to conform to the “norm” and be
grateful for what they already have, without ever
daring to ask for more. No
one’s differences should be
seen as a burden. People
shouldn’t be forced to assimilate into the majority’s
culture. All people should
be allowed to celebrate their
own holidays and cultures.
Having a break for holidays speaks about who’s

cultures are valued and
whose are not. Otherwise,
people are forced to assimilate. Even if many
do not celebrate certain
cultural holidays, many
people do not celebrate
national holidays either.
Many federally recognized
holidays allow people to
simply take time off without specific ceremonies
or festivities taking place.
Some argue that there
would be too many breaks
in school because of the
multitude of holidays celebrated by the student
body. The slippery slope
is a logical fallacy. The
schedule must simply be
reevaluated in order to
reflect the diversity of the
student body, and currently, there are no accommodations to account
for the demographics.
In a democracy, the
structure of society should
represent
the
majority while protecting the
minority’s wishes. Currently, even the majority isn’t being represented.

PC: Santiago Mejia/The Chronicle 2020
Lunar New Year Parade in San Francisco

racy because it serves as
a connection between the
party and the people. The
issue is that today’s news
publications tend to only
appeal to one party demographic and not the other. CNN and Washington
Post favor the Democrats,
while news sources like
Fox News favor the Republicans; consequently, both
fuel the fire of hyperpartisanship. They often frame
every single issue as just

another debate between
the Democrats and Republicans. Michael Coblenz
from The Hill aptly writes,
“This creates the ludicrous
idea that every public
policy problem has two,
and only two, approaches.
That’s nonsense. Certainly
some problems have only
two resolutions, some have
only one, but most have a
range of possible solutions.
But the ‘national’ debate
presents every issue as a

simplistic duality, which
trivializes
everything.”
It’s truly ironic that we
still allow such a slow, binary system to exist since
it feels antagonistic in
the face of America’s fast
moving, capitalist mindset. This is a country that
constantly wants new
products, more choices,
in shorter and shorter

Continued on Page 6
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Winter Session
December 2021 – March 2022

SAT Winter Boot Camp
Winter Break Boot Camp: December 27–30 & January 3–6
Spring Extension: January 11 – March 5
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Dec 26

Dec 27

Dec 28

Dec 29

Dec 30

Dec 31

Jan 1

Test 9:00am-12:30pm

Class 1:30pm - 5:30pm

Test 9:00am-12:30pm

Class 1:30pm - 5:30pm

Jan 7

Jan 8

Class 1:30pm - 5:30pm

Jan 2

Class 1:30pm - 5:30pm

Jan 3

Jan 4

Jan 5

Jan 6

Test 9:00am-12:30pm

Class 1:30pm - 5:30pm

Test 9:00am-12:30pm

Class 1:30pm - 5:30pm

Class 1:30pm - 5:30pm

Test
Preparation

Class 1:30pm - 5:30pm

Tutoring +
GPA Boost

Unique
Extracurriculars

Academic
Enrichment

College
Consulting

Elite Prep Fremont
www.eliteprep.com

155 Anza St. • Fremont, CA 94539
(510) 979-0808
fremont@eliteprep.com
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Why the Two-Party
System is Destroying Our Democracy
Cont.
amounts of time, yet we
have chosen between the
same two choices for the
past century. Our two-party system allows for little
representation with no
freedom in political invention and expansion. It is
quite literally a rejection
of all the ideals America
holds closest to its heart.
While there is an option to run as a third-party
candidate, it is almost impossible to actually win a
national election. Funding
is scarce, and the media
never seems to cover thirdparty candidates. There
are also strict measures
in each state that make it
increasingly difficult for
third party candidates to
run for presidential election—measures that are
implemented by either party in the state legislature.
So what’s the solution?
Well, as with any political
issue, there often isn’t a
straightforward
answer.
The ranked-choice voting
system is something that
has been on the rise lately,
with voters ranking candidates on the ballots in
terms of preference. Many
cities like San Francisco,
Berkeley, and Cambridge
have used this system in
local elections. Another
alternative is multi-party systems which can be
found in countries like Ireland, Germany, and France.
No matter what system
we use, it is best that we
remember: the American
people put forward the
most substantial challenge
to our partisan system currently. Parties don’t control us; they depend on us.
Our biggest tool in this democracy is our voice, and
unless we start using that
voice to change the direction our partisan system
is heading, our democracy
could lose its very meaning.

Drum Roll for
the Campaign
Results Cont.
better connection between
[leadership and ASB].”
Ishan Gandhi, the freshman class president, shares
the necessity of communication, “[What] I learned,
especially in the council
and being president, is that
you really need to have
good communication skills.
Without communication, a
lot of events can be messed
up and it’s on you for that.
One of our experiences was
spirit week, our spirit performance wasn’t the greatest and it was mainly because we didn’t reach out.”
Keren Skariah, the junior class president, brings

up an upcoming event that
requires cooperation and
teamwork, “There’s an
event called Spring Fest
and it’s basically like spirit
week in spring. But [during my freshman year],
our year got cut off before
Spring Fest, so we never got to experience it.”
She continues to explain
in depth about what each
of the classes have to do,
“It’s different planning for
a week that we’ve never
been to since it’s usually
the freshmen paired up
with the juniors [while]
sophomores are paired
with seniors. If we had our
freshman year, we would
have been able to see
what the juniors did as we
worked with them. So now,
we’re helping the freshmen out but neither of us
have been to a Spring Fest
before. So it’s a really interesting situation. We know
the gist of what Spring Fest
is, but in times like this
when everything is new,
it’s the matter of communicating stuff properly.”
Communication is key
and a trait to cooperate to
create success. One of the
many successes achieved
through communication
was the night rally. Kale
explains the thought behind this in-person rally,
“We definitely wanted
there to be some kind of
like in-person aspect to it.
So, me and the rest of the
ASB team came up with an
idea of having a night rally
because they wouldn’t allow us during school hours.
There was an entire proposal to that and we had to
show it to Miss Barrington.
When that got accepted
and finalized, everything
felt so good because we
had worked really hard to
make that proposal and
we did that by ourselves.”
With the many responsibilities and decisions
ASB and class council do,
picking a candidate to
grapple with these tasks
is
important.
Skariah
delves into why students
should keep an eye out for
the candidates, “It’s an
opportunity to vote and
have some sort of control
over the decisions made.
It could be seen as practice regarding the real
world. Another reason is
that you can see that they
make a lot of effort, only
for you to vote and regardless if you vote for them
or not, it’s nice to vote as
a way of appreciating it.”
Kale adds on with, “I
think being able to have
a voice and have a say in
what happens in our student government is really
important, because at the
end of the day, it’s a lot of
leadership students making all of the decisions for
events or other school activities. It should be in the
hands of someone that
you trust and believe they

know they can do this.”
Other than responsibilities, voting could shape a
specific graduating year.
Gandhi states, “You can
decide on what year you
want as a freshman or a
sophomore. For example,
if people are running for
junior year, a time of taking SAT’s and preparing
for college applications,
then you really want to
vote because then you
know what kind of year
you’re going to be having, aside from studies.”
Skariah supports this
thought by saying, “I
do think voting for who
you genuinely think is
a better fit for any position because they’re
shaping the next year.”
For future elections,
Skariah urges, “You should
vote because the people
who are elected will shape
the next year. We do leadership stuff with the intent of helping the school
or helping the grade. So
we run and campaign for
you guys, so you should
vote. In that way, we can
be of the best service.”

[Your Name Here], Staff
Writer Cont.
each other like friends,”
Agno states. “That’s what
I like about it. Everyone’s
reaching out…everyone’s
in touch with each other.”
Agno also appreciates having separate outlets for her to share her
ideas. “There are reports,
podcasts, and design…
I like to keep a variety.”
Once you join Journalism, you aren’t confined to
writing articles forever either. There are opportunities for advancement, and
around halfway through
second semester (about
the time this issue comes
out), you can interview
for an editor position for
next year! For design
editor Mata Elangovan
(12), Journalism wasn’t
her first choice. However,
she “realized that out of
all of the electives [she]
could’ve gotten, because it
gave [her] a goal to work
towards.”
She
speaks
about how she integrated

her artistic talent into the
work she did for the paper,
saying “When I realized
that design was a thing
and I got to make things
look pretty, I was like
‘heh, I could pull that off.’”
Agno adds on, saying, “I plan to be…an editor. I think it’s gonna be
really exciting to do, or
to be in a higher position than just writ[ing].”
Between having a laidback atmosphere, different types of assignments
to choose from, a (mostly)
flexible schedule, possible
officer positions—which almost no other electives offer—and monthly potlucks,
Journalism has something
in it for everyone. Not only
can working on the paper
be a catalyst for personal
growth, it can serve as a
platform to speak about
the issues that you care
about. And if any of that
appeals to you, we encourage you to join Journalism

News
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A Milestone for LGBTQ+ People in Sports

Timothy LeDuc becomes the first openly non-binary person to compete in the Winter Olympics
Natalie Loo
Staff Writer
“Sports need to be inclusive.” “Sports need
to be fair.” “There are
already
physical
differences
amongst
cis
athletes.”
“Where
do
we
draw
the
line?”
The arguments around
trans and nonbinary athletes in sports, especially
at the elite level, have
raged unchecked over
the last few years, and we
still don’t seem to have
a solution that pleases
everyone. As people in
the LGBTQ+ community
have fought painstakingly for their rights over
the past few years, sports
remains a space where
many
LGBTQ+
people
don’t feel comfortable being completely themselves.
The fight for LGBTQ+
participation in sports is
still in its early stages. Just
four years ago, at the 2018
games in PyeongChang,
figure skater Adam Rippon
and freestyle skater Gus
Kenworthy became the
first openly gay American
men to compete in the Winter Olympics. In the 2021
Tokyo Olympics a few more
strides were made as several athletes identifying
as transgender and nonbinary competed. These included New Zealand’s Laurel Hubbard, a weightlifter
who became first openly
transgender woman to
compete in the Olympics;
Quinn, a nonbinary soccer
player who competed for
Canada’s women’s soccer
team; and Alana Smith, a
nonbinary skateboarder
from the United States.
Given these transgender and nonbinary ath-

letes are still breaking new
ground, it is unsurprising
that Timothy LeDuc has
had to overcome years of
established norms in order to carve themself out
a place in the Olympics.
They and their partner,
Ashley Cain-Gribble spoke
to several news sources
about the ways the pair
have been breaking barriers, even before qualifying
for the Olympics. Timothy explained that they
didn’t quite fit in due to
being openly gay and later
coming out as nonbinary.
Cain-Gribble stood out for
different reasons—she is
significantly taller than
most women’s pairs skaters and was body shamed,
almost to the point of
quitting the sport altogether. Ashley Cain-Gribble spoke to CNN about
the difficulties they’ve

faced. “For a long time,
people had things to say
about us. Even when we
teamed up, they had a lot
of things to say about my
body, or about Timothy’s
sexuality. People will still
make those comments.”
But despite all the outside
criticism and hate they’ve
received, the pair has decided to push forward in
authenticity, which CainGribble also spoke about
in her interview with CNN.
“I think for us, it’s about
leading with authenticity,
being our true selves out
there and creating a very
inclusive
environment.”
That inclusive environment she refers to includes
breaking countless ageold traditions in the skating community. Instead
of the typical dress, CainGribble often competes in
a unitard. And instead of

Timothy Leduc competes with their partner Ashley Cain-Gribble in
the 2021 Figure Skating Championships. The pair is competing in the
2022 Beijing Olympics, which Timothy says they hope will help move
the world to a place where “queer people can be open and successful in sports,” lamenting that “We haven’t always been able to be open.”
PC: Raniero Corbelletti/Aflo/Shutterstock

M&M Makeover

Is the M&M rebranding a savvy marketing strategy or a stand for
ethical and moral values?
Nicole Wu
Staff Writer
Do we need to dress up
candies to match the latest trends? What’s the
motive behind redesigning candy mascots? For
the M&M’s six characters, it’s about embodying the modern, progressive values of inclusivity.
On January 20, 2022,
the Mars candy company
revealed their redesigned

wearing something less
eye-catching than their female partner, LeDuc often
wears similar colors and
patterns to their partner.
The pair is also changing up the narrative on the
ice. LeDuc told CNN that
they are trying to break
away from the traditional
love stories told in pairs
programs. “The girl is very
fragile, or she is kind of
the flower, the man comes
in to save the woman, or
it’s a romantic Romeo and
Juliet story that’s often
told. There’s nothing inherently wrong with those
stories, but often they’re
centralized and seen as
the only narratives that
you can portray, the only
story that’s worthy of being a champion or being
successful,” LeDuc said.
“Ashley and I are just different in that way; we’ve

M&M mascots with new
looks and nuanced personalities. In addition, the
M&M’s themselves which
come in yellow, red, orange,
brown, blue and green colors will feature in a variety of shapes and sizes.
To promote inclusivity and self-expression,
the M&M characters are
“less stereotypically feminine.” The green M&M has
swapped her iconic whiteheeled go-go boots for
“cool, laid-back sneakers to
reflect her effortless con-

fidence.” Known for her
seductive poses and long
lashes in advertisements,
the green M&M has toned
down the flirtatious elements to hand-on-hip pose
and less dramatic lashes.
The feminist empowerment concept is also evident in the brown M&M
who has traded stilettos for lower heels. While
these changes are more
noticeable, spotting design
differences in the other
M&M’s is like playing a
game of I Spy. As People

states, the red M&M and
yellow M&M have donned
laced shoes, and the orange M&M’s laces are tied.
The M&M’s changed from
peach skin color to a “more
universal clearer hue.”
Additionally, the M&M’s
have undergone personality updates. According to Today, “the orange
M&M has officially acknowledged his anxiety
and learned to ‘embrace
his true self, worries and
all.’” The green and brown
M&M who were previously
seen in a “catty relationship” are now more friendly and “together throwing
shine and not shade.” The
red M&M, according to
NBC, will be kinder to the
rest of the team members

never done a romantic story and we’ve never been
a romantic pair. We’ve always been about equality
and showing two amazing
athletes coming together
to create something beautiful,” they continued.
As LeDuc and their
partner look to the future,
they hope to inspire and
empower other athletes to
be open and themselves,
even if that means going
against the grain. “Hopefully ... people watching
us can feel like they can
lead with authenticity,
that they don’t feel like
they have to change things
about themselves in order
to reach their success in
sport and to chase their
dreams,” LeDuc said. “Ashley and I have both had
to forge our own paths in
order to find our success.
And we did that being authentically ourselves and
leading with what makes
us different and unique.”
In response to the increased press and excitement LeDuc and CainGribble are experiencing,
LeDuc still deflected the
spotlight and voiced their
hopes for the LGBTQ+ community as a whole. “It’s
really exciting, but I hope
that the narrative does
not center around me and
my journey and my accomplishments but that
the narrative switches to
queer people having the
opportunity to be open
and be authentic to themselves and everything
that makes them unique
and still achieve in sport,”
LeDuc said after being
named to Olympic team.
“So often queer people
have to adjust themselves
and sacrifice authenticity to achieve success.”
rather than act as a bully.
Further emphasizing
gender-neutrality and belonging, the M&M characters dropped their prefixes
such as the “Ms.” from Ms.
Green and Ms. Brown to
“focus on personalities,
rather than gender” and
“create a world where everyone feels they belong.
On the M&M website,
the company states, “Our
ambition is to upend the
expected, break through
barriers, and discover
the little joys shared in
everyday life. Imagine
a world with less judgment & more connection
& consistent laughter.”

Continued on Page 10
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Girls’ Soccer? More Like Goal Getters

Spo

Standing in the frigid night in the middle of the soccer field, the stadium
lights turn on, you take a deep breath and you get ready for your big moKelly Li
ment. American High School’s girl’s soccer team had their big moment
Staff Writer
on February 8th, with their senior night game. Senior night brought this
season to a great end for the teams.
This game was the first senior night game with a proper senior night
in three years since Covid-19 restricted certain get-togethers. Jizella Diaz, the varsity team’s
goalie of three years, finally had her senior night celebration and describes the night, saying,
“[Senior] night [had] amazing decorations and the love and support from family and friends
[was the highlight of the night].” Senior night wasn’t the only time she experienced immense
support from her friends, as she explains, “The best memory I’ve made this season was meeting
my best friends, they’ve made this season [great and] I won’t ever forget [it].”
The team had a great season, as Sofia Martinez, a junior on the team, reflects on the season, “
We won 8 games this season! Sadly we did not win our senior night. We lost 0-1 to James Logan.
However, historically, they destroy us and win 10-0 or 9-0 effortlessly against us. But, this year,
we came out stronger and managed to only let 1 goal in. Although the result may not have been
what we are searching for, I am proud of my team!”
The team’s game against James Logan wasn’t the only game to be proud of. They went against
Dublin High school which is a strong team as Martinez explains, “They are one of the high-

Continued on Page 12

Boys’ Soccer Don’t Messi Around
During the American boys soccer game on Wednesday February 9th,
the American Eagles played an intense game against the Logan Colts. The
night was memorable, not only for the dynamic match against the MVAL’s
best, but also for the excitement of Senior Night which celebrated Elyas
Sharifi, Jeff Perez, Rodrigo Alonso, Byce Monnier, and Phillip Loo.
Loo, one of the captains of the team, comments how Senior Night helps contribute to the atmosphere keeping the players motivated. “We definitely had a lot more energy I feel like and part of
that was a big crowd. [It] just helped us play with a higher intensity than what we had been doing
in the past. And that just helped us to stay competitive in [the] game. And then definitely the first
goal meant a lot to us. It gave us hope that we can come back.”
And they did. The game was full of suspense for the Eagles with impressive plays by both
teams. As one of the captains, Loo reflects on AHS’s strategy, “Usually we play with two defensive
midfielders and we had one of them man mark their number 10 because he was their playmaker,
and that really shut down a lot of their options. And then the other midfielder was able to float
free and just clean up any other passes.”
This strategy proved to be useful with the American Eagle tying with the Logan Colts in an
impressive 3-3 game.

Darcy Chew
Managerial Editor

Boys’ Basketball Shoots Their Shot
While the Varsity Boys’ Basketball team did not play an ideal season, it
was full of memories and personal improvement. They ended the season
6th in MVAL with a record of 3-11, beating Newark Memorial and Mission
San Jose.
Senior Ben Satica reflects on the season, remembering his favorite
moments. “[There are] a lot of good memories. I think my favorite one,
though, had to be this year when we were over at the Logan away game and I made a three point
shot. So I was just really proud of that three. I may have celebrated a little inappropriately as we
were down by 23. But it still felt really good.”
Besides these individual victories, their team spirit is also worth commemorating. Sophomore
Miles Davy comments on the close brotherhood they have as a team and how they are all like best
friends.
Their camaraderie makes each practice fun as teammate Ching Lin Kao (11) notes, “We had
fun. We worked hard. Although we don’t win many games, we’re a really good team.”

Darcy Chew
Managerial Editor
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Eagle Wrestlers Pin First Place Title
During the final league meet of the season, the American wrestling
team
faced off against Newark Memorial winning their title of League
Darcy Chew
Champions.
The 2021-2022 season was incredibly rewarding for the
Managerial Editor
wrestling team as the girls team went undefeated, winning their first
ever league title and the boys team winning their first league title in 40
years beating James Logan High School, their biggest competitor.
The Eagle wrestlers continued to make history with the girls also winning the MVAL Tournament which was hosted by American on February 12th. The team won 113 points as Anatara
Garai (12) placed 4th; Linn Kyaw (11) and Rishita Kona (12) placed 3rd; Mamata Elangovan
(12), Mia Morales (9), Renee Cheung (12), and Falak Vakharia (12) placed 2nd; and Mariam
Wahba (9) and Shama Wahba (12) placed 1st. The boys team also did well with Luiz Almeida
(11) placing 4th; Joshua Lim (12) and Athorva Sarnobat (9) placing 3rd; Luke Vinas (10), Emyr
Ortiz (12), and Sean McLoy (9) placing 2nd; and Payson Brackett (12) placing 1st. The placing
Eagles all continued to the NCS tournament the following week.
The girl wrestlers continued to make history during the NCS Tournament in Albany. Cheung
placed 7th and Shama Wahba qualified for States by placing 3rd. Shama Wahba will be the first
Eagle on the girls wrestling team to make States.
“It’s honestly really shocking yet it feels amazing. I am incredibly in denial about it because
I’ve been dreaming about it since freshman year and the fact that I accomplished it is abso-

Continued on Page 12

Girls’ Basketball Hoops Their Hearts Out
Darcy Chew
Managerial Editor

Thursday February 10th. The American Girls Basketball team faced off
against Moreau in their last league game of the season before heading to
NCS. The game began strong with a close score of 25-24 at halftime. However during the second half, Moreau pulled ahead with numerous layups
as America’s defense rushed to keep up, resulting in a 33-45 loss for the

Eagles.
Tuesday February 15th. Despite the loss, the team was undeterred going into their first NCS
game. In a nail biting game against the California High Grizzlies, the American Eagles scored 5049, winning their first NCS game.
“It was really intense because I’ve never been to an NCS championship before. It was really exciting. And then [they played] the national anthem and called up all the players which we usually
don’t do at home. So that was kind of fun and it was just really intense,” Sarah Chan (11) recounts.
Senior Amy Wu adds, “It was really different because last year, we didn’t have NCS. So everyone’s new on the team this year, like has never played an NCS game. So it was really new for us.
So it was definitely really different from regular games, but it was also like a good experience to
play other good teams.”
Friday February 18th. The team played a tough game against San Leandro losing 40-67. While
sadly they did not advance to the third round of NCS, they played a great season.

American Cheer Soars Into Nationals
Darcy Chew
Managerial Editor

The American High School cheer team has had an amazing 2021-2022
season. The competition team participated in numerous competitions,
receiving 2nd place in the JAMZ Competition, and 1st place in the competitions at Roseville, Branham, James Logan, and San Rafael.

After many local competitions, the team headed to Anaheim to compete in the 2022 USA Spirit
Nationals this past weekend.
“We’re competing [with] some of the hardest skills the team has done in years. I’m super proud
of how the team adapted despite the challenges we faced” Joan Huang (12) comments about the
routine for the competition.
After showcasing their routine on February 25th, they continued as finalists for the second day
of Nationals winning 2nd place in the Small Varsity Show Cheer Non-Tumbling Novice category.
“We were all screaming and crying and celebrating,” Sagel Provancher (12) says as she recounts their reaction to the results.
Besides the competition team, the American Cheer team also consists of a sideline team which
often appears at various sports games around campus. The team not only brings good spirit to
games, but also holds a sense of unity and hope for every member of the squad.
“Cheerleading is my happiness and it takes me away from school and my stress, because everyone’s always positive and bright and energetic. And everyone’s on the team’s super nice” Emily
Su (9) says.
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M&M Makeover Cont.

The M&M mascot update
strives to make consumers feel like the company
is up-to-date and relevant
to the modern trends.
However, according
to ABC, some marketers
claim M&M is overthinking their branding, and the
design missed the mark.
The co-founder of marketing agency Metaforce,
Allen Adamson, believes
“the move to overhaul the
character of the M&Ms is
a good idea, but it’s just an
example of how worried
marketers are to offend
consumers. Laura Reies, a
marketing consultant, has
a similar viewpoint, saying
“They’re looking for some
attention and trying to
jump on the bandwagon of
trying to be more inclusive.
I don’t think there was an
overall outcry of the overall sexualization of the
M&M. It’s just an M&M.”
Twitter users agree with
Adamson and Ries and

criticized the redesign of
M&M characters as “madness” and “laughable.” One
Twitter user @JoshBoose
jokingly commented, “How
can I possibly eat M&Ms
by the handful now knowing Orange has anxiety issues and Blue “just wants
to be happy.” They all have
“woke” bios now. Melting in my mouth and not
in my hand wasn’t good
enough?” Other users have
jumped on the de-sexualization of the green M&M,
outraged that the highheeled boots were ditched.
While the M&M mascot
shift has sparked quite a
conversation among consumers, M&M is not the
only company to hop on the
latest trend of rebranding.
During the 30th Anniversary of Disneyland Paris,
Minnie Mouse revealed
her new polka-dotted,
purple jumpsuit in lieu of
her classic, red and white
polka dot dress which

News

PC: The Fire Wire

M&M’s official Twitter account @mmschocolate tweets, “We’re on a mission
to create a world where everyone feels they belong using the power of fun!
Join us in being for all funkind.” M&M’s new concept of “funkind” is another
take on their global commitment to be more representative of today’s society.
drew mixed reactions.
With major companies
like M&M and Disney un-

veiling new refinements to
their brands, this begs the
question: Are candy and

cartoon characters really
such a social issue or another marketing gimmick?

A Not so Private Jet

Jack Sweeney tracks Elon Musk’s jet, leading to a negotiation
for Sweeney to stop
Jaylynn Visitacion
Staff Writer
From liking a post to
following another social
media account, one can
easily be connected to
all sorts of information,
some that not everyone
wants shared. A simple
Twitter account may not
seem like it can cause
much harm, especially
with a teenager running
it. But, after a while it can
start to get worrisome.
Freshman at the University of Central Florida, Jack Sweeney, has
tracked and posted about
Elon Musk’s private jet
on Twitter since June of
2020. Musk has become
aware of the situation
and has offered Sweeney
$5,000 to stop through
their
Twitter
DMs.
Upon receiving the offer of $5,000, Sweeney
claims Musk had asked
not only for the account
to be taken down but
also harder for “crazy
people to track [him].”
In response, Sweeney
had raised the deal to
$50,000 and as a joke,
for a Tesla Model 3 electric car. After giving it
some thought, Musk
decided that it didn’t
“feel right” to pay him to
take the account down.
Sweeney then offered

to delete the account in
trade for an internship at
Tesla which Musk responded to by blocking him.
In addition to the account, Sweeney had made
a website that holds the
information of other private jets owned by billionaires such as Jeff Bezos,
Bill Gates, Drake, and Donald Trump. According to
Sweeney, each plane was
tracked using data using
an algorithm he created
using the planes’ transponders which includes its al-

titude, latitude, longitude,
and heading. All of this information can be found on
Sweeney’s other accounts.
Of course Sweeney
doesn’t mean any harm
when he’s posting the jets’
information on the internet, but Musk has some
privacy concerns with his
status being all over the
internet. Knowing where
the jet is can allow many
people to know when Musk
gets on, off, and is traveling. Through their DMs,
Musk told Sweeney, “I

don’t love the idea of being
shot by a nutcase.” Sweeney refutes and explains
that Musk goes out to places like BOA Steakhouse
in Los Angeles which has
more people there than the
small airports and private
terminals that he goes to.
Sweeney doesn’t plan
to take down the account
or website anytime soon
and plans to improve his
algorithms and find more
aircrafts to track. What
he’s doing seems like a
harmless act and his in-

tentions are pure, but to
many it’s a larger safety
concern. People can do
a lot with the information found online so it’s
important to be aware of
what’s put up there. Location and personal information can be spread
to unwanted people and
there’s the possibility of
being hacked. Posting a
simple photo online can
seem like an innocent act
but the internet can be
a dangerous place, especially social media sites.

Jack Sweeney created a Twitter account that tracks Elon Musk’s jet
and has other accounts that track
other billionaires’ private jets. Musk
has some concerns about the account
but decided to block it and drop his
offer to pay Sweeney to take it down.

Pencils Down,
Laptops Open

Exploring the introduction of a digital
SAT as well as its different advantages
and disadvantages
Sinchan Mishra
Staff Writer
It’s official: the
SAT is going digital.
The news came out on
January 25, which Priscilla
Rodriguez, vice president
of College Readiness Assessments at College Board,
stated would make the
exam “easier to take, easier
to give, and more relevant.”
These steps have been
taken in order to address
recent criticisms of the
exam. For one thing, students have been complaining about the stress associated with the SAT for
years. “It’s obviously really
nerve-wracking to prepare
for,” says Veda Vudathala
(11). “But actually taking it
is even worse. All you do for
three hours is sit there and
answer question after question, and sometimes you
feel like you won’t be able
to get to all of them within the time constraints.”
Sruti Addala (11) added,
“It’s also really stressful
waiting to get your score,
because for a lot of people,
you want to know how
you did right away instead
of waiting in suspense.”
But there are other
downsides in addition to
stress—one of them being the complaint that a
high SAT score isn’t accessible to all students.
Those who can afford to
retake the test multiple
times, get the supplemental help of tutors, and buy
preparation books such as
Barron’s and The Princeton Review will inevitably outperform those from
low-income backgrounds.
American High’s College
and Career Specialist, Ms.
Chow, brings up another
example of the SAT’s inequity. “Leaking questions is
something that happens
every time the SAT is administered,” she said. “It’s
easy to cheat, since people
all over the world are taking the same test. So that
presents another pitfall.”
Additionally, it can be
difficult to take the exam
at all, as testing center
slots fill up rapidly. For
some students, that means
having to travel far from
home in order to give the
exam. “When I was signing up to take the exam in
March a few months ago,
the closest availability was
Denver, Colorado,” said Addala. “Luckily, some spots
opened up closer by, but
I still need to drive [a few
hours] to get to that center.”
These inequities have
only grown more promi-

nent in the wake of the
COVID-19 pandemic. With
testing centers across the
world shut down for extended periods of time,
many universities have
gone test-blind and test-optional, meaning that applicants’ SAT and ACT scores
are either not considered
at all, or optional to submit. In response to these
changes, the College Board
was moved to making the
SAT digital in an effort to
maintain its “relevance.”
This change is one
among many. The exam
will now be just two hours
long instead of three, make
results available within
hours rather than weeks,
eliminate the no-calculator
math section, and rely on
adaptive testing instead
of offering all test-takers
the exact same questions.
Ms. Chow believes these
changes are not only necessary, but also overwhelmingly
beneficial.
“One thing I appreciate is that [there won’t
be] a question database;
the questions are [tailored] specifically for [a]
student’s ability based on
their performance so far.
That makes it fairer, and
measures their ability
more accurately,” she said.
However, Ms. Chow can
still think of one con to the
new format. “Personally, I
like having the physical paper in front of me, because I
can annotate and show my
work more easily. But I grew
up taking tests this way.”
Today, most students
are actually more accustomed to taking exams
digitally due to experience with district benchmarks, the SBAC, AP exams for the past two years,
and more, which would
make the transition to a
digital SAT an easy one.
“I still think in terms
of test security and fairness, this digital [format] will be much better,” Ms. Chow conceded.
College Board began
piloting the digital exam
in recent years, but full
implementation will begin in 2023 internationally outside of the United
States. In 2024, the first
American students will
take it digitally, and from
then on, it is a complete
transition to computers.
“I think it’s definitely
possible that other exams
[like the ACT] will also
move to being digital,” said
Ms. Chow. “They will use
the response to the SAT
as a guideline. I think it
will overall be for good.”

Feature
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Trouble in Paradise

The pressures behind high school dating
Jaylynn Visitacion
Staff Writer
Standing around and seeing everyone with heartshaped balloons, teddy
bears, and little love notes
while giggles fill the air
brings you to ponder about
all of the secret admirers
and happy couples. Feeling
a tap on your shoulder, you
turn around and see someone giving you a gift. All of
a sudden all your friends
are around you, going off
about how adorable it is
and how they ship you two,
but is that really what you
want? Sure, they seem like
a good person but what’s
under the surface? What
would other people say?
To many high schoolers, dating is a big thing
that many people encourage
through
shipping,
continuously asking for
updates, teasing, and sharing information about the
two people being shipped
with others. All of these
seem like innocent acts of
a teenager but what they
may not realize is the pressure and influence they’re
inflicting on a person’s
feelings towards another.

Becoming a part of a
relationship takes time
when there are different aspects of a person to
consider. A few months
into her relationship, Maithreyi Mydur (10) recalls
what it was like when
they first got together.
“I didn’t know a lot of
background information
[about him], but I knew
that he had a lot of friends
and is a smart person.
Later on I learned that
there was some drama
that made us doubt each
other a little bit. What people said made it sound like
he’s a bad person so I felt
like I had to protect myself. I asked him what happened and he explained
it all so now we’re good.”
Those rumors hadn’t only
affected their thoughts
about each other but about
themselves. Her boyfriend,
Madhu Vijaya Kumar (10)
comments, “It makes me
feel like a jerk. When you
hear about the things that
people are talking about, it
makes you feel like you’re
not the person that you
want to be. You want to be
the best version of yourself
but some things people say
make you feel like you’re
not who you think you are. I

try not to think about these
things, but it’s not easy.”
The couple had recently
gone on a minor break for
personal reasons and are
back together. But that
break had left some temporary gaps. Mydur explains,
“I think it disappointed him
because I didn’t really explain why and he assumed
it was because I didn’t want
to date him after learning
about all of the drama he
had gone through. When
we first started dating I
was worried about what
people would say but I later found out that he was
someone I could trust.”
Kumar elaborates, “If
you’re in a relationship,
you have to have a trust
bond. If you do, you’re
fine. If you don’t, it doesn’t
work out the way you want
it to. People will believe
what they want to believe
but if what you believe is
going to mess up your relationship with the other
person then there’s no
point in being together.”
Peer pressure is prominent in many parts of a
relationship. It’s a common factor that many may

Continued on Page 13

Even the smallest things can affect a person’s love life, whether it’s
from what others have said that makes one question their decision or
the fact that some may feel forced to date.
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Sports

Girls’ Soccer? More Like Goal Getters
Cont.
est-ranked teams in Norcal, and we were able to
tie them 0-0. This was our
second game, and it proved
our strength. Many teams
saw us as a threat because
we were able to hold a
tie against an incredible
team”. The team’s rigorous efforts to stay strong
against difficult teams
prove their strength and
stamina.
The girl’s soccer team
stood their ground against
difficult teams, but those
weren’t the most important games to them. According to Sofia, their
most important game was
against Washington High,

“We needed to win [a]
game against Washington,
our rivals. There has been
a lot of tension this season
between our teams. During our first game against
Washington, they played
dirty and fouled us left and
right. They beat us 4-2. We
were hyped to play them
again, [and] we won 2-0,
and it was awesome!”
The girl’s soccer team
had their fair share of wins
and losses, but the amazing players and the improvement they made this
season were really rewarding. Their numerous wins
demonstrated their perseverance this season.

Eagle Wrestlers Pin First Place Title Cont.
lutely mind blowing. I had
one more match before
third place and everything was on the line for
that, so when I won I was
in tears, like literally bawling so hard I couldn’t talk.”
Shama Whaba recounts.
Besides these major victories, the wrestling team
also celebrated growth
and personal accomplishments.
Mr. McLoy, head coach
of the wrestling team, comments how after training
them since the Thornton
Jr. High Wrestling Club, it
was bittersweet to watch
some of the current seniors in their last matches.

Elangovan reflects upon
how she has grown as a
wrestler since being a club
member, “It’s low key insane. I got into wrestling
as a scrawny 7th grader
who would go into matches as stiff as a robot and
lose within a couple seconds. Now it’s been the better part of 5 years and so
much has changed and yet
nothing has at the same
time. Compared to before
I’m definitely better, and I
still love the sport just as
much.”
Though the individual
journeys of these wrestlers are as unique as they
are, many wrestlers credit

their success to the rest of
the team.
“My favorite [part of the
season] was definitely the
team. I mean, yeah, winning was nice, but I don’t
think I could have done it
without everybody here. I
just love everyone so much
and they’re like a family
team. Also, we killed everyone, period,” Cheung
says.

PC: Denim Bragg

Insight Education

College Admissions Counseling, Test Prep & Tutoring
SAT Boot Camps
SAT April Express Boot Camp: April 18 - April 22 (Cupertino)
Mon - Fri (5 Days)

9:00am - 5:30pm

SAT Summer Boot Camp 1: June 11 - August 13 (Cupertino)
Saturdays (10 Days)

9:00am - 5:30pm

SAT Summer Boot Camp 2: July 5 - August 4 (Cupertino)
Tue & Thu (10 Days)

9:00am - 5:30pm

SAT August Boot Camp: August 1 - August 12 (Cupertino)
Mon - Fri (10 Days)

9:00am - 5:30pm

ACT Boot Camps

High School & College
Admissions Counseling
College Admissions Insight for Seniors:

Building College List, College Essays, Scholarships, Common
Application Essays, College Applications, Letter of
Recommendation & Financial Aid

High School & College Admissions
Planning & Guidance: Covering entire academic
profile for 8th - 12th grade students

Extracurricular Activities & Volunteering:
Choose, prioritize, and stand out on your college
application!

ACT Summer Boot Camp 1: June 14 - July 14 (Cupertino)
Tue & Thu (10 Days)

9:00am - 6:15pm

ACT Summer Boot Camp 2: June 14 - July 14 (Online)
Tue & Thu (10 Days)

9:00am - 12:15pm

ACT Summer Boot Camp 3: June 13 - June 24 (Cupertino)
Mon - Fri (10 Days)

9:00am - 6:15pm

ACT Summer Boot Camp 4: June 18 - Aug 20 (Cupertino)
Saturdays (10 Days)

9:00am - 6:15pm

For College Admissions
resources, tutoring,
events & more, scan me

The Truth behind

College Admissions

Learn what it takes for you to get
into your dream school!

10:00am, Sunday, April 3, 2022 @ Insight Cupertino.
Is your GPA good enough? Should you take the SAT
or ACT? What activities do you need? Join us and
learn from Insight’s 23 years of college admissions
experience. Scan the QR code to sign up TODAY!

408-252-5050 | info@insight-education.net | www.insight-education.net
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Hairnet Heros

A deeper dive into the world of school lunches and child nutrition at American
Andy Luu
Staff Writer

Starved students still
don’t see the value of school
lunches. During these difficult-to-work-with times of
the pandemic, food must
be prepared safely and
carefully. All these kinds
of complications make distributing school lunch to
the mass amounts of hungry students a struggle.
“I know a lot of people
think that this is like gas
station food, but it’s really
not. With all of the guidelines we have to follow,
this food is healthier than
you would get anywhere
else,” explains Matteo
Leon-Valencia, Child Nutrition Service Manager.
Leon-Valencia manages
“the high school, Thornton
junior high and six elementary schools in the attendance area,” he explains.
This means that “all of
the meals that go to those
locations come out of this
[American’s] kitchen,” explains Leon-Valencia. “We
cook and prepare them
here, and then we transport them in warmer carts
and cold carts, and they get
delivered by our delivery
driver, and he drops them
off in the morning. So that
way, when the lunch ladies
are coming to work, all the
food is ready for them.”
With the new federal government funded free meals,
school lunch is more popular than ever. “We used to
serve around, I would say
around 400 students daily
here, and today, we almost
hit 850. So it’s doubled, if
not more, same goes for
brunch.”
Leon-Valencia
continues, “The numbers
here [at American] have
risen, the numbers out in
the elementary schools
and the junior highs have
doubled. So it’s been tough
trying to keep up with it
and it just doesn’t seem
to stop. It keeps growing
and growing every week,
every month, we look
at the numbers, and the
charts are way up there.”
Although there is a high
demand for school lunches,
there is always waste at
the end of lunch. “The food
that isn’t taken at the end
of lunch usually gets counted and disposed of and then
we put it into our charts…
I’ll go over the numbers,
and if I did 900 meals today and there was 50 leftover, then I’ll cut back on
the excess of whatever it
was.” says Leon-Valencia.

Having waste by the end
of lunch leads to the question, why can’t students
take more than one lunch
at a time? Leon-Valencia’s
response, “I kind of feel
like a security guard as
well. It became a real big
issue. When the students
steal, you’re not taking
the food away from me,
you’re taking it away from
your peers from your other students, and if I don’t

because the department
is really short staffed.
It’s just been difficult.”
There are a plethora
of reasons for why school
lunch staff members could
be out, especially during
times of a pandemic. “Either they tested positive…
or we have no substitutes,
so whenever somebody
is out, you have to fill
in as much as we can. I
can’t say positively that’s

what the issue is but the
students are our priority.” says Leon-Valencia.
Jobs are available but
it’s not that easy to get people to work on such short
notice. “Trying to get some
recruitment within HR has
been really tough. People
don’t want to apply for the
jobs or they don’t want to
work the job. There’s only
so much that HR can do
as well to fill this position

Lunch ladies near the end of lunch distribute the final amounts of lunch left
to students while making sure that every student that comes in at least still
has a selection to choose from by the end of lunch. “You’re feeding their brain
and getting them ready to go into class and learn. We always push for the students to come in the morning to grab something during brunch or even before
school during breakfast to get you kind of jump started and ready to go for
the day. So it’s, it’s rewarding in that aspect.” says child nutrition manager,
Leon-Valencia

have food at the end of
lunch, you know, it’s because somebody took it.”
With hundreds of students filing into the cafeteria everyday, staffing
difficulties are just another hurdle to be jumped.
Just the other day, February 16, Leon-Valencia
had to go in personally to
help out. “Right now, the
whole department is short
staffed. So when somebody calls in sick or somebody isn’t available, us as
managers have to fill in.”
He explains, “I had to go
to a site to feed the kids.”
Staffing is an issue in
not just Leon-Valencia’s
branch but also “pretty difficult across the whole child
nutrition department.” He
elaborates that, “A lot of it
happened through the pandemic. They [the staff] just
didn’t come back. Then a
lot of people went to retire
because of the pandemic.
So I had a few employees
say that they just didn’t
want to do it anymore…
There’s been instances
where I have to go to another school site that isn’t
in my jurisdiction. There’s
Mission San Jose’s area,
Kennedy’s area where I
have to go help there just

and if there’s no candidates available, then we’re
just stuck with nobody.”
Being a member of the
school lunch staff can
sometimes be a daunting
prospect for prospective
employees. Leon-Valencia
speculates that people
aren’t applying for the job
because of “the interaction with the students (as
many students as there
are), and then working
with 11 people every day.
It kind of worries people.
It is a lot of work. It’s not
an easy job. It’s not for
everyone. The kitchen
setting is fast paced.”
With a problem of staffing issues, wouldn’t it be
easier for volunteers or
maybe even student volunteers? This possible solution has come across the
minds of the child nutrition
team. Leon-Valencia explains that “Student volunteers are a liability in case
guys get hurt and we can’t
be held liable. Employees,
we’re covered but if any
of you guys were to come
in here and get burned or
cut or slip and fall, I mean,
you guys are students. It’s
a different type of liability.”

Read the rest at
eagleera.org

Trouble in Paradise Cont.
resort to when looking
for answers. What people
say can greatly influence
how two people feel about
each other and make them
form their own questions.
Luckily for Kumar and
Mydur, they’re able to find
safety within each other.
“I’m able to express
my emotions [with him]
which isn’t something I
do with a lot of people.
I could share my love
with him and he’ll give it
back,” illustrates Mydur.
The pressure doesn’t
only come from the people
around a person but the
other person in the relationship. From a previous experience that was
almost
a
relationship,
Sophomore Sophia Lo displays, “I felt nervous and
[did] lots of overthinking.
It took up a lot of space
in my head and definitely
ruined my mood at times.
Sometimes I would spend
more
time
worrying
about that than more important stuff like school,
myself, and my friends.”

The people around someone and their significant
other aren’t always people
that are there to be pushy,
but to support them. Not
looking for any relationships but still having some
crushes,
Lo
explains,
“My friends get very excited about crushes, but
we don’t really expect
too much from it. Maybe
something will happen but
nothing too big. They’re
never like ‘When will you
get into a relationship?’
They’re not like that and
don’t make me feel pressured to get into one.”
Kumar furthers, “I cut
off a lot of people to make
sure that I was doing okay
and that my relationship
wasn’t getting messed
up because I was around
people who weren’t really my friends. It made
me realize that people are
only friends with you to
an extent, but you learn
how to cope. Find things
that you love to do and
people that you like to talk
to and will get close with.”

Every relationship has
its complications, many of
them sprouting from others and their influence
on how two people might
view and feel about each
other. What people say
can take a toll on a person and spread to other
parts of one’s life. It’s not
an easy thing to cope with
but with the right people, it
can get easier and end out
differently than expected.
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Opinion

“The First Defining Movie of Gen Z”
Does The Fallout (2022) really live up to this title?

Sinchan Mishra
Staff Writer
*Disclaimer: This article
contains major spoilers
for The Fallout (2022)*
On January 27th, The
Fallout released on HBO
Max. The movie, Megan
Park’s directorial debut
starring Jenna Ortega
and Maddie Ziegler, has
been dubbed “the first defining movie of Gen Z” by
Silver Screen Riot. But
does the film’s exploration of subject matter such
as trauma, the tribulations of adolescence, and
school shootings really
live up to the lofty label?
The film follows the aftermath of a school shooting, focusing specifically
on sixteen-year-old Vada
Cavell (Jenna Ortega),
whose ordinary existence
is irreparably shattered
by the harrowing experience. Aside from the pain
that accompanies such a
traumatic event, she suffers from a strong sense
of isolation. While her best

Sahana Narayan
Staff Writer
Steph Curry is currently having the worst
shooting
performances
of his career. The Golden
State Warriors are also
one of the best teams in
the NBA right now. It’s
hard to imagine these two
statements existing in conjunction, especially considering the Warriors’ last
season. But, these statements can exist because
of the astounding versatility of our team roster.
The 2020-2021 season saw Steph Curry averaging an amazing 32.0
points per game. He was
a serious contender for
the season MVP and was
playing the best basketball of his career. It wasn’t
enough, though, as the
team wasn’t able to make
the play-in tournament.
This was because the
players surrounding Curry were inexperienced and
weren’t equipped enough
to support the star. Andrew Wiggins was still relatively new to the team, Jordan Poole was averaging
only 12 points per game,
and Draymond Green and
James Wiseman missed
almost all of training camp
because of health protocols.
Chemistry has always
been a strongpoint for the
Warriors, and that factor
was distinctly lacking in

friend Nick (Will Ropp) responds to the shooting by
taking action and organizing local students to fight
for gun control, Vada’s is
decidedly less proactive…
and definitely less healthy.
She turns to Mia (Maddie Ziegler), a fellow student who was in the bathroom with her when the
shooting occurred. What
begins as a fast friendship
born out of shared trauma
quickly evolves into something more. All the while,
Vada struggles with numbness and subsequent guilt
for how little she feels,
and begins experimenting
with drugs and alcohol.
It’s hard to watch Vada
spiral after the shooting,
but her response is also refreshing in its realism. One
thing that The Fallout does
particularly well is capture
how ugly trauma can be.
The film acknowledges that
some people, like Vada’s
friend Nick, are capable of
turning traumatic experiences into positive influences, but it also shines
a sympathetic light on
those who are more harmthe last season. So when
the Warriors entered the
2021-2022 season, no one
expected them to rise to
the top the way they did.
The team went on a tear
with Curry averaging 28.7
points per game, Wiggins
averaging 16.2, and Poole
averaging 14.2. Players
like Otto Porter Jr. and
Gary Payton were shining
in their own unique way,
Kevon Looney and Draymond Green were working
hard on rebounds and defense, and younger players
like Kuminga were showing
small glimpses of their true
potential for the future.
Somewhere in the season, though, Curry seemed
to hit a roadblock. Scoring only 9 points during
a game against the Heat,
he seemed tired and unlike his usual self. Many
fans brushed it off, though,
deeming it an off night.
But it happened again.
And again. And again.
He went from a 27.6
ppg average in December
to a 22.3 ppg average in
January. Statistics showed
that it was one of the
worst shooting stretches
he ever had in his career.
But even though the
ball wasn’t going in, his
other stats were slowly
improving. In December,
he averaged 4.7 assists
per game; in January, he
averaged 7.73 assists per
game. Curry’s rebounds
also improved from a 4.7
average to a 5.9 average.

fully affected. Although
Vada isn’t always likable
in how she behaves with
her family and friends,
Jenna Ortega’s performance humanizes her
and reminds the audience
that she is a flawed teenager who is trying her best.
When it comes to the
sensitive topic of school
shootings, the film takes
care to handle it delicately.
Although we can hear gunshots and screaming during the pivotal scene, visually, the director focuses
on Vada and Mia hiding in
a bathroom stall. It’s clear
that there is no intent to
sensationalize or unnecessarily draw attention
to the horrors of gun violence—the film recognizes
that its audience is already
well aware of them, and
doesn’t waste time trying
to emphasize them. It is a
testament to Park’s sensitive and light-handed
writing and directing that
all the same emotions of
fear, panic, and anxiety
still translate on screen.
Another important plot
point is the relationship be-

tween Vada and Mia, which
treads the line between
friendship and something
more. As detached audience members, we know
their relationship doesn’t
have the healthiest foundation, and as we see Vada’s
behavior and personality
warp as she grows closer
to Mia, we can tell that
they may not be the best
influences on one another.
For example, it is with Mia
that Vada gets high and
drunk for the first time—
a decision that is clouded
by her own confused emotions and her desire to fit
in with her friend. Yet the
genuine love the two share
for each other is obvious
onscreen, and this helps us
empathize with Vada and
Mia’s
interdependence.
One especially controversial aspect of the film
is the ending. As Vada
waits for Mia to come
out of a dance class, she
gets a notification about
another school shooting
that occurred elsewhere
in the country. The news
visibly upsets her, and as
she begins to have a panic
attack, the screen goes
white, and the film ends.
One popular interpretation of this ending is that
it is a commentary on the

prevalence and inescapability of school shootings.
Some viewers and critics
commend The Fallout for
an approach that is so realistic. Others, however,
find it to be a dissatisfying
conclusion that ends the
film far too abruptly when
there are numerous loose
ends to the plot that have
still not been resolved.
This divided response
brings us back to the overarching question—is The
Fallout really that good?
Is it good enough to be
called the first defining
movie of our generation?
I don’t think there is a
singular answer to this
question. For those that see
their own struggles with
trauma and recovery reflected in Vada, the answer
may be a resounding yes.
But for those who disagree
with the film’s treatment of
school shootings as an incurable, endless phenomenon, it may be a definite no.
But there is one thing
that I believe The Fallout
captures
perfectly—and
that is the film’s depiction
of how messy and confusing it can be to be a teenager. And what could be more
“Generation Z” than that?

A Somewhat Successful Slump

Covering Stephen Curry’s recent slump and its effect on the team
Warriors coach Steve
Kerr commented, “Steph
looks great physically. The
last few games he’s playing
some of his basketball in
terms of handling the point
guard duties. He’s taking care of the basketball,
he’s playing great defense,
shots just aren’t going.”
Yet even when Curry
shot 1 of 13 from the three
point line, the Warriors still
managed a win over the
Jazz. Even when he scored
9 points, the Warriors
beat the Heat. Even at his
worst, the team was still
able to continuously win,
a reality drastically different from last season’s.

This is credited to the
fact that players like Kuminga are slowly starting to
step out of their comfort
zones and take charge
of some of the play rotations for the team. Over
his last 10 games, Kuminga has been averaging
12.7 points and 4.1 rebounds while shooting
55.6 percent from the field.
Gary Payton, who has
quickly risen to the role as
fan favorite, has also been
astounding on defense
over the last 10 games.
Even in the Warriors’ recent game against the Nuggets, in which they lost in
the last minute of the 4th

quarter, Payton put up 12
points, 4 rebounds, and a
total of 6 steals. “The Warriors outscored the Nuggets by 13 minutes during
his minutes,” according
to Golden State of Mind.
Although the team is
clearly lacking the impact
of the calculated defense
of veteran players like
Draymond Green or the
crazy shotmaking of Stephen Curry, the way that
the rookies, the bench,
and newer players have
handled this team in their
injuries and slumps has
shown that a bright future is in store for the
Golden State Warriors.

PC: Alex Goodlett/Getty Images
Warriors player Jonathan Kuminga dunking.
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The Hidden Treasure Within Our School
A look into the library’s unknown resources

Japneet Kaur
Staff Writer
For many, the school
library is one of the most
underappreciated
assets of high school. A lot
of high schoolers brush
off the building as just a
place filled with books.
However, the library can
have so many benefits if
used to its full potential.
In addition to sporting various bookshelves and multiple books ranging from
American’s library not
only provides access to
multiple subscription databases, but also permits
students access to an entire virtual library with
hundreds of non-fiction
e-books. The Gale Virtual
Reference Library, according to the Gale website, is a “database of encyclopedias and reference
sources within the Gale
eBooks platform. For multidisciplinary research.”
In addition to nonfiction
ebooks, the library’s subscription databases allow
students to find information about a wide range of
topics. “If you look at the
lists of all the search engines, it’s not just English,”
English teacher Ms. Christensen reveals. “There’s a
bunch of history and science-based things. There’s

reports people make and
scientific hypotheses and
all that kind of stuff. It’s
also way bigger than just
topics. There’s news and all
kinds of things available.”
Varnithakshara Ramisetty (11) reveals her
experience with one of
the subscription databases, EBSCOhost Academic
Search, which, according to the school website,
is “A multidisciplinary
database providing thousands of full-text, peerreviewed journals to support scholarly research
in key areas of study.”
Ramisetty claims that
after hearing from one of
her English teachers about

the database, she decided
to give it a try. “I had a
pretty good experience.
I got some good evidence
from EBSCO host because
EBSCO had many filter options that made research
quick and hassle free. I
was able to search for relevant lab reports within
less time with the help of
the built in search engine.”
Despite all these resources being easily accessible
to high school students, an
overwhelming amount of
students don’t utilize them.
Ms. Christensen attributes
this concern simply to the
fact that students aren’t
aware that they even exist. “We spend thousands of

dollars on these resources
but I don’t think teachers and students know
what’s there for them.”
She sees it as the teacher’s responsibility to make
students aware of the
resources and encourage their students to utilize them. “I don’t think
any kid’s gonna go out of
their way to find these resources,” she assesses. “I
think that we should have
a day where every class
is signed up at least once
a year to come to the library and learn about it.”
On January 28, the superintendent released his
monthly newsletter, with
the final section titled,

“Free Digital Books & News:
Extended to February 28.”
This section revealed that
“ unlimited access to digital books and news articles
in English and Spanish”
would be provided to students across the state of
California until February
28. In addition, any of the
resources could be downloaded and available after
the program’s deadline.
The initiative was started
by Renaissance, a company
founded in 1986 with the
mission of “accelerat[ing]
learning for all children
and adults of all ability levels and ethnic and social
backgrounds, worldwide.”
The California myON Gift
of Literacy initiative was
started in support of “Superintendent Tony Thurmond’s statewide literacy
campaign to ensure that
every California student
learns to read by third
grade by the year 2026.”
The California Department of Education’s partnership with Renaissance
has
allowed
students
grades pre-K to 12 unlimited access to a wide range of
digital resources. However,
the program is pretty much
unknown to the students
and teachers at American.
Multiple students asked
about the program claimed
they weren’t aware of it,
as did many teachers.

The Truth Behind Elective Classes at American High
Covering some of the different electives offered at American High School
and analyzing the important skills learnt from each class
Sahana Narayan
Staff Writer
Counselors giving their
annual A-G requirement
presentations.
Posters
slowly being hung up on
the walls. The yearly AP
class discussion happening among students. It’s officially time for American
High students to choose
their classes for the next
school year. It’s an exciting but also anxious time
for many students as there
are different factors like
college, graduation, and
peer pressure that play a
role in the decision making process for choosing
classes. Students will fill
up their course load with
AP classes and other core
classes, but often wonder
what to do with that one
empty spot on their transcript. Luckily, there is

a plethora of interesting
and creative electives that
students can take to add
on to their coursework.
Folklore and Mythology
is one of these electives
offered at American, and
the initiative is led by English teacher Mr. Howard.
He explains that with the
class, students can sharpen their writing skills and
also think inquisitively
about the stories and media
around them. “While there
is some writing, what I try
to focus on is what are some
things that students might
think they know about
these common stories that
they don’t actually know.
So we’ll read the real Cinderella story, and we’ll see
how it changes over time
so we can see how different
cultures have changed it.”
Although the class is classified as an English elective, Howard assures that,
“It’s not a second English

class,” saying, “I try to be
mindful, so the readings
are generally short. We
do a lot of the readings in
class, and we also look at
a lot of movies. So there’s
a variety of ways to consume the stories. I try to
limit outside writing because while there’s value
in reading fairy tales and
studying them, it’s also a
fairy tale, so it should be
fun. Not like you’re writing a 10 page essay on
dissecting the history of
a fairy tale. It should be
more casual and leisurely.”
There is a reason why
Howard has to assure that
the elective isn’t solely academic. Many students view
electives as a rest from
their harder, more academically focused classes.
Amratha Rao, a junior at
American, says that she
views electives as a nice
break. “I know, personally, I
wouldn’t take it too serious-

ly. It would be something I
would take for enjoyment.”
Elective teachers acknowledge this perspective that many students
have, and so they try to
adjust their class curriculum accordingly— to be
more fun and to be a little
unconventional as well.
Mr. Savoie, who currently advises the yearbook
and school newspaper at
American, adopts this sort
of attitude, saying, “I take
a very laissez faire approach to these classes. I
think there aren’t a lot of
opportunities that I see in
American High School’s
curriculum for students to
take leadership positions
and guide their own learning. That’s the reason why
I take more of a support
role, and students like that.
They tend to have ideas,
they had experiences they
liked, and they had experiences they didn’t like,

and they want to affect
change. A classroom where
they can do that is a space
where you’re creating your
own goals and going after
them in your own way.”
“Every month, [in journalism], we try to figure
out what’s going on in the
school community and in
the greater school community. And then we go
out and hit the streets. We
talk to people and try to
figure out what the right
people know, and get that
information out to students,” Savoie explains.
This approach to classes
allows students to think
in a more challenging way
about the world and environment around them.
It’s an important skill that
many of the elective classes at American prioritize.

Read the rest at
eagleera.org
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The Lawless Lunch Line
Has the lunch line crossed a fine line?

Arjun Vaidya
Staff Writer
The lunch line is a place
where hungry highschoolers go after their 4th period class. They drool over
the food that awaits and
rewards them after a long
day of hard work. However, this simple concept has
been anything but simple
in the last year. The California State government extended schools’ budgets in
order to provide free lunch
for all students. Naturally,
the number of students
getting lunch increased.
This created a hectic state
for the lunch line here at
American High School.
Mr. Cain has helped
oversee the lunch line on
a daily basis. He explains
the change in the number
of students in the lunch
line. “We have a lot more
students taking advantage of getting fed here at
school, especially now that
it’s free to all students.
The important thing is
that now it provides an
opportunity for all students to continue through
their day while ensuring
that they are being fed.”
Shanjay Chandra is a junior who goes in the lunch
line almost everyday. The
location of his classes determines the time it takes
for him to reach the lunch
line. “My classes are pretty close to the lunch line
on odd periods. But on
even period days, they are
somewhat far away, meaning that I have to wait
quite a bit longer in the
lunch line. Those who have
classes close to the lunch
line get there very quick-

ly. If you want to get the
food you like, you have to
run quicker, which can be
problematic for those who
are not able to do so. If you
can’t run you are forced to
go to the back of the line.”
Choice of food is also
important to Chandra. His
dietary restrictions alter
the options he has in the
cafeteria. “I am vegetarian
on certain days, so I usually need to get pizza at
those times. On the days
that I can eat meat, my favorite option is the chicken

probably wouldn’t be eating the school lunch, since
I would be forced to eat
something I don’t want.”
Mr. Cain understands
the problem for those that
have classes further away
from the cafeteria. He provides some advice for these
students. “ I do know that
within 10 minutes, the
lunch line dies down drastically. You don’t necessarily always have to get your
favorite or first choice of
food. There are a variety
of options for students to

ing COVID-19. He worries
that his prior precautions
to stay safe from the virus
are being canceled out by
the lunch line. “I am very
concerned with the way
the lunch line functions
everyday. There is no respect for social distancing,
as everyone just clumps
together and tries to force
themselves into the cafeteria. It has gotten worse
over the last few weeks
because of the line’s new
‘management system.’ In
this ‘system,’ there are

“Social distancing needs to be implemented in the school lunch line in order
to ensure that all students are safe” (Chandra 11). Students are seen extremely close together in the lunch line at the beginning of lunch. They are
trying to find any way possible to get into the cafeteria.

sandwich. I wouldn’t get
lunch from the cafeteria
if I didn’t get any of those
two options, especially on
the days I am a vegetarian.
I don’t like the other vegetarian options very much.
If my class was a lot further
away from the cafeteria, I

get, so they have other
choices available. Also, if
you wait 10-15 minutes
after the start of lunch,
you can walk into the cafeteria without waiting.”
Chandra is also worried about how the line is
playing a role in spread-

TIME TRAVEL IS NOW POSSIBLE!

multiple lines forming
within the lunch line, causing a huge amount of confusion on who should go
inside the cafeteria first.
It allows people to mob the
entrance without respect
to the people next to them,
causing further close in-

teractions with others.”
Mr. Cain understands
and hears the student’s
concerns about the safety
of the lunch line. He explains that the school is
doing its best to keep everyone safe by following
guidelines. “The county
guidelines have removed
the six foot distancing requirements that we previously had. We’re trying to
minimize the crowdedness
by circulating and moving
students around as quickly
as possible. In doing that,
we have changed the entrance into the lunch line,
how students get their food
[when they are in the cafeteria], and how they exit
out. This has shown to help
minimize the large clumps
of crowds, and it’s been
able to also make the line
go quicker and smoother.
This allows us to be more
efficient in getting students food. The short periods of direct contact [is
not the main issue]. The
longer periods of exposure,
is where the virus has been
contracted more. In our
system, students aren’t
stuck in those large crowds
for long periods of time.”
The bottom line is that
students need to get food
one way or another. The
growing lunch line has
caused many to find getting food from the cafeteria as a harder task than
it was before. In addition,
while the administration
is doing its best to help
students remain safe in
the lunch line, there are
still dangers of close contact with others. While
the lunch line is here to
stay, modifications to it are
never out of the question.

Correction:

Check out our previous print issues of American High

In last month’s issue, Sahana Nara-

School’s newspaper, all the way from 1972. Visit the ar-

yan’s article was miscredited under

chive tab at eagleera.org for a blast into the past! This

Nicole Wu. The writer of “The Elec-

month’s issue was heavily inspired by the retro stylings of

tions Closer to Home” is staff writer

the past issues. Stay groovy!
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